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Disclaimer

This report was prepared by Wilson Environmental Associates as an account of work sponsored by the Natural Gas Codes and Standards Research Consortium ("the Consortium"). Neither the Consortium, its sponsors, the American Gas Foundation, the American Gas Association, nor any person acting on behalf of these organizations:

a. Makes any warranty or representation with respect to the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of the information contained in this report, or that the use of any information disclosed in this report may not infringe privately owned rights; or

b. Assumes any liability with respect to the use of, or for damages resulting from the use of, any information disclosed in this report.
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The Natural Gas Codes and Standards Research Consortium was initiated in 2004 to fund research and analysis on end use natural gas technical issues for the mutual benefit of the gas utility industry and its customers. Research and analysis issues considered for funding include national model codes and standards support, cost-effective energy efficiency for natural gas appliances, appliance and equipment safety, and associated public health issues. One of the first projects identified for funding dealt with the analysis of field experience and service programs of Flammable Vapor Ignition Resistant Water Heaters (FVIR) which had been introduced into the U. S. market in July, 2003 for 30, 40, and 50 gallon atmospherically vented models. These water heaters are certified to ANSI Z21.10.1.

FVIR water heaters represented a major design change for gas-fired residential storage water heaters. This design change was prompted by efforts to reduce the number of ignitions of flammable vapors by gas-fired water heaters and resulting deaths and injuries. As expected with a major design change, the first cost of gas-fired water heaters increased significantly, resulting in gas utility concerns with loss of market share in new housing projects due to higher first costs or extensive field problems with the new designs.

All manufacturers chose to design FVIR water heaters with the same basic features, namely a sealed burner combustion system and a flame arrestor protected combustion air opening to contain ignited vapors and prevent flash back into the room where the water heater was installed. In addition, because of concerns with blockage of the flame arrestor protected combustion air opening, a Lint, Dust, and Oil (LDO) requirement led to the addition of a temperature activated device to shut down the water heater in the event of excessive LDO blockage and/or a flammable vapor incident. Every water heater manufacturer applied the temperature activated devices in a different manner, depending on their particular designs. The use of this temperature activated device led to some early field problems.
The main goal of this analysis is to summarize, to the extent possible, identified field problems with FVIR water heaters, manufacturer programs to address those problems, and to allow the gas utility industry to utilize that information in communications with the public, codes and standards officials and bodies, and utility management regarding potential issues with new designs. This approach was felt necessary due to the proprietary nature of much of the manufacturer developed information regarding specific FVIR designs.

The U. S. gas water heater industry is highly competitive, and while the industry cooperates with utilities in the development of national safety standards, the Water Heater Joint Research and Development Consortium was formed by manufacturers to develop basic FVIR designs and field test them without the detailed involvement of utilities. This lack of direct involvement in the development and application of the new design features by utilities led to a concern that utilities could be negatively impacted by field problems resulting in increased field service calls and associated costs or loss of market share.

INTRODUCTION

The prevention of ignition of flammable vapors by gas-fired water heaters has been addressed by local, state, and national installation codes since the early 1950’s. The best information available indicates that the National Electric Code (NEC) adopted a requirement for electrical outlets to be elevated 18 inches from the floor in garages and similar locations to eliminate the ignition of flammable vapors by electrical arcing. The 1964 American Standard for Installation of Gas Appliances and Gas Piping, Z21.30/NFPA 54, contained a requirement in section 3.1.6, Installation in Residential Garages, which stated that gas appliances may be installed on the floor of a residential garage provided a door of the garage opens to an adjacent ground or driveway level that is at or below the level of the garage floor. When that condition did not exist, appliances had to be installed so that the burners and pilots were at least 18 inches above the floor. This code requirement resulted in the installation of tens of thousands of water heaters on
garage floors throughout the United States.

An important note here is that this elevation requirement applied only to residential garages, therefore water heaters installed in utility rooms or closets inside a house were not required to be elevated or to have the floor slope away. These installation practices led to numerous flammable vapor ignition incidents when flammable liquids were stored or used inside the house. By the late 1980’s and early 1990’s, ignition of flammable vapors by gas-fired water heaters, regardless of where they were installed, was being addressed by the Consumer Products Safety Commission, a federal agency with regulatory authority over these products. In addition, civil lawsuits were being filed against manufacturers, installers, and servicing gas utilities primarily on the basis that they were not doing enough to properly warn consumers about the dangers of storing or using flammable liquids near operating, standing pilot equipped, gas-fired water heaters.

In addition to the “Failure to Warn” issue, some Expert Witnesses in civil lawsuits were promoting a “simple” design change to gas-fired water heaters, based on the “Davy Lamp”. This is a technology that was used in coal mines to prevent the ignition of methane or other combustible gases by the flame of the lamp used for illumination. This device used a specifically designed flame arrestor screen to prevent the ignition of flammable vapors outside of the lamp itself. It was postulated that by developing a sealed combustion system for gas-fired water heaters and utilizing a flame arrestor, flammable vapor ignitions could be eliminated.

In the early 1990’s, a proposal was submitted to the Z21 Committee’s Water Heater Subcommittee that would require a Z21.10.1 storage water heater to not ignite flammable vapors outside of the unit in the event of a gasoline spill. This proposal led to a research project by the Gas Research Institute (GRI), and conducted by A. D. Little of Cambridge, Massachusetts, to determine if a gas-fired water heater could be designed in a manner that would prevent the ignition of flammable vapors and yet be cost-effective and as safe and reliable as existing models. A Technical Committee of Manufacturers, Gas Utility personnel, and other interested parties was formed to help evaluate and guide the
research.

After a significant period of investigation, a White Paper was written by A. D. Little that outlined several design options for gas-fired water heaters to prevent the ignition of flammable vapors outside of the unit. After the White Paper was reviewed and adopted, work commenced on developing prototype designs and a sophisticated test chamber was built to safely test gasoline spills that may be ignited explosively if a design failed to work. Manufacturers reported that the effort to design and build marketable FVIR water heaters cost industry approximately 100 million dollars to complete.

Once prototype development began in earnest, the aforementioned Water Heater Joint Research and Development Consortium was formed and became the vehicle by which participating manufacturers could share information and research, without making the data public. This was necessary because during the development—process, there was always one manufacturer who was not a member of the Consortium. Unfortunately, this also made it extremely difficult to publicly share information with gas utility personnel. While manufacturers attempted to assure utilities that they were building reliable water heaters that could be used as direct replacements for existing units, this partial information vacuum led many to wonder if these new water heaters would actually be relatively trouble free when they were installed in greater and greater numbers.

It is worth mentioning that water heater manufacturers, who were not able to share details about their individual designs during this design stage, still had to develop reliable FVIR water heaters or risk losing their own market share to highly motivated competitors. Interviews conducted during the background research on this project showed that while the manufacturers engineering and research departments worked together during the development of the new products, the marketing departments did not feel constrained about seizing on any perceived problem with a competitor's model and sharing that with as many customers (and potential customers) as possible. This tended to make initial field problems or issues seem larger than they actually were.
METHODOLOGY

Based on the information contained in the Natural Gas Codes and Standards Research Consortium’s RFP 04-002, WE Associated submitted a proposal that contained six tasks to gather actual field experience data and to summarize manufacturer programs for addressing identified problems with various designs. Those six tasks were: 1) Identify gas utilities performing appliance service willing to collect field information on FVIR water heater issues; 2) Develop data collection instruments for field survey and utility interviews; 3) Develop joint data collection and information transfer for FVIR water heaters with GAMA and/or individual water heater manufacturers; 4) Data collection and analysis and review of current installation instructions for FVIR water heaters; 5) Present preliminary findings to BECS Committee; 6) Report analysis findings for field experience with FVIR water heaters. This proposal was accepted by the NGCSRC on September 23, 2004 and work commenced.

The first two tasks were addressed simultaneously. During the development of the data collection instrument, the Southern California Gas Company was contacted for assistance by the author, who had been an employee of that company for 30 years. With over 5 million customers in central and southern California and a robust New Construction Department that maintained contact with area builders, it was felt that they would have information on field issues that would be of benefit in designing the data collection form for other utilities. Customer Service Field Staff was contacted to see if they had been receiving reports from the over 1300 SoCalGas field employees who serviced gas appliances on a daily basis, and the Residential New Construction Department was contacted for information from builders on their experience with FVIR water heaters. Neither group was able to identify any problems related to the installation and use of FVIR water heaters. The builders all mentioned first cost as a concern, but not operational problems.

Based on this information, it was decided that a field data collection approach would not likely be productive, for two reasons. The first was that significant technical
problems that could be captured and analyzed by a utility survey form did not seem to exist, and that any major problems were being handled through manufacturers warranty programs, meaning they would be the best source of information if they were willing to share the data. In conjunction with this effort, an internet search was done for Chat Rooms that might be discussing FVIR water heater problems. That effort resulted in finding one posting on November 6, 2003 asking if anyone was having problems with FVIR water heaters, and no reply was received. The posting itself did not indicate any problems existed. Industry magazines, primarily plumbing related, and manufacturer and utility websites were also monitored for any posted information on problems with FVIR water heaters. This effort has been ongoing since the inception of the project, without any significant information or discussions found.

It was also decided that going directly to manufacturers for information related to field experience with FVIR water heaters was the best approach. Accordingly, the author received permission to attend the Technical Committee of the Water Heater Division of the Gas Appliance Manufacturers Association, Inc. meeting at the Crowne Plaza Atlanta Airport Hotel on November 10, 2004 to discuss the research project and solicit cooperation in completing it. A short presentation was given to the attendee’s on the goals of the research project, and the status to date. In addition, information from GRI Topical Report GRI-97/0319, A Review of U.S. LDC Residential Customer Attachment Policies was discussed to illustrate the importance of gas-fired water heaters to utilities.

American Gas Association Laboratories Report No. 1408, August 1965, Progress Report, National Appliance Field Observation Program, was also discussed to illustrate a relatively successful program of sharing information on field issues between gas utilities and manufacturers that could be considered again in the future. The meeting resulted in the unanimous support by water heater manufacturers to share their field experiences with FVIR water heaters, as well as their field bulletins and installation instructions that pertained to FVIR water heaters. The manufacturers present also endorsed the concept of developing a communication program with gas utilities designed to share information on a timely basis for the benefit of the industry and consumers as a whole. After the meeting,
contacts were made with individual water heater manufacturers, and water heater control manufacturers for follow up discussions.

Also during this period, the author attended three AGA Building Energy Codes and Standards Committee (BECS) meetings to update utilities on the status of the research project. This was done because most of the members of the Natural Gas Codes and Standards Research Consortium were also members of the BECS Committee. After the status reports were given, a request was made at each meeting for participants to provide the author with any information they had related to field problems with FVIR water heaters.

This effort resulted in obtaining a copy of a memo outlining a problem with FVIR water heaters in attics in the southeastern United States. It appeared that the problem was temperature related from the memo. Contact was also made with representatives from three different natural gas utilities who had volunteered internal contacts who were involved in marketing or servicing FVIR water heaters. Those contacts did not result in any identified field problems with FVIR water heaters. Several other verbal reports of potential problems obtained at BECS Committee meetings were investigated with manufacturers representatives, and all were determined to be either not directly related to the FVIR design changes or no concrete information on the problem was obtained.

RESULTS

Initial discussions with a control manufacturer highlighted the issue of appropriate temperature settings and location for LDO switches and the proper installation of water heaters. If used, LDO switches are specified by the water heater manufacturer for a certain temperature that will correlate to shutting off the water heater before failing the maximum 400 PPM CO requirement in the LDO test. If a switch is used inside the combustion chamber and the switch shutoff temperature is set to low, nuisance shutoff’s can occur. This appeared to be the case with the one documented field problem that was obtained during the initial phase of the study. In that instance, water heaters installed in
attics were shutting down when high attic temperatures were reached, and the builder was stating that he would switch to electric water heaters in attic installations to avoid these problems.

Based on information contained in the memo, the cause of the nuisance shutoffs was not apparent to the utility personnel. Discussions with the manufacturer identified from the memo confirmed that high attic temperatures could be a cause of nuisance shutoff’s with their products due to the temperature setting of the LDO switch. A second water heater manufacturer whose products were claimed to have been installed in the same attics to replace the first manufacturers units stated that they had investigated the report and they confirmed that thier products were never installed at that location. It is unknown at the writing of this report which manufacturers products were ultimately installed in the attics (and whether they were gas or electric) or what the long term reliability of those replacement units is.

In addition to the initial temperature setting of LDO switches, venting configurations, ambient temperatures, and lack of combustion air were all identified as potential contributors to nuisance shut off problems for FVIR designs. In an attic installation for example, if the vent left the draft hood with a minimum amount of rise and the maximum lateral run, the configuration could cause the pilot flame to flatten out in the sealed combustion chamber and result in the incorrect impingement on the thermocouple. This could occur even though the venting system met minimum code requirements, especially during periods of hot weather.

Restricted combustion air, either from incorrectly sized openings in closets or attics or restrictions caused by excessive lint, dust, or oil, could also lead to nuisance shutoffs due to incorrect pilot flame impingement or excessive combustion chamber temperatures and the shutoff of LDO switches. Because manufacturers utilized different methods or devices for applying the temperature related LDO device, it can be expected that over the long term, some manufacturers will experience a difference in reliability for units installed in marginal situations.
A Freedom Of Information Act (FOIA) request was made to the Consumer Product Safety Commission (CPSC) in May, 2005, to see if they had any reports of problems or incidents associated with FVIR water heaters. CPSC provided 11 reports involving water heaters dating back to May of 2003. The reports were reviewed and none of them involved a FVIR water heater, based on the information available in the reports. One incident involved the ignition of gasoline saturated clothing, and the rest involved fires, CO incidents, and miscellaneous performance complaints such as sooting and disintegrating plastic dip tubes. No reports were found that involved linting or blockage of combustion air openings.

A report of excessive linting of FVIR water heaters in British Columbia, Canada was followed up by e-mail requesting details of the incident. No additional information was received despite follow up. A review of manufacturers FVIR water heater installation instructions and field bulletins did not identify and other major design or installation issues with FVIR water heaters. It is expected that each manufacturer will continue to improve their products as they gain more field experience or develop new ways to prevent the ignition of flammable vapors. This is a normal situation as manufacturers strive to have the most cost effective and reliable product possible, in order to retain or gain market share.

DISCUSSION

The initial field deployment of FVIR water heaters appears to have been successful despite rumors of potential problems. It appears that whenever a problem surfaced, competitive manufacturers attempted to make the most of it in order to promote their own products. In some cases, a lack of knowledge of the fundamental design features of these new water heaters led to concerns that bigger problems would occur, and that people were just witnessing the “tip of the iceberg”. It appears that water heater manufacturers closely watched the deployment of their products and thoroughly investigated reports of problems. The information obtained shows that manufacturers
made corrections to manufacturing problems as they became apparent. Installation problems, where the water heater was installed in a marginal situation such as an attic space, closets with improperly sized combustion air openings, or marginal venting system configurations were a little more difficult to address since the manufacturer of the water heater had little control over that aspect of the issue. In some cases, pre-FVIR water heaters had operated in these marginal locations, but FVIR type water heaters would not. Manufacturers addressed this issue either in their service manuals or through additional field service bulletins.

Because of their design, FVIR water heaters may not operate normally in marginal installations, but they will operate as designed when installed as recommended by the manufacturer. They have retained serviceable components, although servicing is more difficult due to the sealed combustion chamber design. In addition, it is unknown at the time this report is being written whether or not lint, dust, or oil accumulation on the combustion air openings or the integral flame arrester will cause significant operational problems and the need for non-routine cleaning of these parts, which may or may not require disassembly of the sealed combustion chamber. Manufacturers are fully aware of the issues involving blockage of combustion air openings, and all have attempted to design their products in a manner that significantly reduces the need for non-routine service.

According to industry sources, power vent water heaters must meet FVIR requirements by January 1, 2006. All other Z21.10.1 water heaters must meet the FVIR requirements by January 1, 2007. Recreational Vehicle water heaters are not required to be FVIR compliant. Additional field issues may surface with the roll out of these products, as well as issues with the initial FVIR water heaters that may come to light after additional time in service. During the research project discussion with the water heater manufacturers, the possibility of establishing a communication vehicle, based loosely on the National Appliance Field Observation Program (also known as the Gas Appliance Improvement Network (GAIN) in the 1980’s) was discussed and ultimately supported by those present.
This communication network would serve as a means for utilities to ask questions of manufacturers related to their products, which in this case would initially be limited to water heaters, and receive timely responses. A proposed method would involve having a central contact person for utility questions (AGA Staff, utility volunteer, or contractor), where the questions could be reviewed and clarified before forwarding to GAMA staff for additional review and forwarding to the appropriate manufacturer. Once an answer was received, it would be sent back through the utility contact for filing and then returned to the person or organization that initiated the question. Manufacturers would also be able to use this system to ask questions of utilities.

Having a central contact person for utilities and coordinating through GAMA staff will significantly reduce the workload associated with having multiple utilities contacting manufactures and help to ensure consistent and timely information exchanges. GAMA staff agreed to participate on behalf of their manufacturers if this type of communication vehicle was established. It is recommended as an outcome of this research project that the Natural Gas Codes and Standards Research Consortium consider initiating a project designed to achieve this communication vehicle on behalf of the Consortium members and the utility industry.
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